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Louisiana Purchase 

"The Joy of Southern Seafood"

Louisiana Purchase introduces the delights of down home Cajun and

Creole cooking to Downtown Edmonton. Stop by here for a bowl of

steaming hot Seafood Gumbo and Louisiana Shrimp Bisque, which you

can follow up with southern delicacies such as Fried Chicken, Crispy Crab

Cakes and Jambalaya. Desserts are as decadent as the classic mains, with

specialties such as Southern Pecan Pie and Bread Pudding. The spacious

restaurant has a casual and relaxed vibe, ideal for large groups and family

dinners.

 +1 780 420 6779  louisianapurchase.ca/  info@louisianapurchase.ca  10320 111 Street Northwest,

Edmonton AB

 by Amna Akram on Unsplash 

The Next Act 

"Exquisite Burgers and Tasteful Brews"

Among the most popular bars in Edmonton, The Next Act has more than

its fair share of regulars who stop by for a pint of beer and some great

food. The bar features a lively interior, its minimalist yet tasteful décor

illuminated by mellow lighting. Take some time to stop here and cool your

heels for a while as you dine on shareable eats like the Jalapeno Jack

Sticks, Pulled Pork Nachos, and Poutine. For something more substantial,

opt for the award-winning Class Act burger or the signature PB&J burger.

 +1 780 433 9345  www.nextactpub.com/  info@nextactpub.com  8224 104th Street

Northwest, Edmonton AB
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DaDeO New Orleans Diner & Bar 

"Creole Feast"

DaDeO New Orleans Diner & Bar puts together a traditional Cajun meal of

Po'Boy sandwiches, Jambalaya and Gumbo soup to give locals a taste of

the Southern cuisine. The fried chicken and St. Louis ribs in the Combo

Fabia deserve a special mention for their crisp exterior and soft meat that

is cooked to perfection. The warm and inviting decor exudes an old world

charm. Known for its impeccable food and fine quality, the diner is mostly

crowded during mealtimes, with patrons relishing the spread.

 +1 780 433 0930  www.dadeo.ca/  10548A Whyte Avenue Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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